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COURSE DESCRIPTION 

This course builds on students’ previous experience with functions and their 

developing understanding of rates of change. Students will solve problems 

involving geometric and algebraic representations of vectors and representations 

of lines and planes in three-dimensional space; broaden their understanding of 

rates of change to include the derivatives of polynomial, sinusoidal, exponential, 

rational, and radical functions; and apply these concepts and skills to the 



modeling of real-world relationships. Students will also refine their use of the 

mathematical processes necessary for success in senior mathematics. This course 

is intended for students who choose to pursue careers in fields such as science, 

engineering, economics, and some areas of business, including those students 

who will be required to take a university-level calculus, linear algebra, or physics 

course.  

OVERALL EXPECTATIONS 

A. Rate of Change 

By the end of this course, students will: 

1. demonstrate an understanding of rate of change by making connections 
between average rate of change over an interval and instantaneous rate of 
change at a point, using the slopes of secants and tangents and the concept of the 
limit; 

2. graph the derivatives of polynomial, sinusoidal, and exponential functions, and 
make connections between the numeric, graphical, and algebraic representations 
of a function and its derivative; 

3. verify graphically and algebraically the rules for determining derivatives; apply 
these rules to determine the derivatives of polynomial, sinusoidal, exponential, 
rational, and radical functions, and simple combinations of functions; and solve 
related problems. 

B. Derivatives and their Applications 

By the end of this course, students will: 

1. make connections, graphically and algebraically, between the key features of a 
function and its first and second derivatives, and use the connections in curve 
sketching; 

2. solve problems, including optimization problems, that require the use of the 
concepts and procedures associated with the derivative, including problems 
arising from real-world applications and involving the development of 
mathematical models. 



C. Geometry and Algebra of Vectors 

By the end of this course, students will: 

1. demonstrate an understanding of vectors in two-space and three-space by 
representing them algebraically and geometrically and by recognizing their 
applications; 

2. perform operations on vectors in two-space and three-space, and use the 
properties of these operations to solve problems, including those arising from 
real-world applications; 

3. distinguish between the geometric representations of a single linear equation 
or a system of two linear equations in two-space and three-space, and determine 
different geometric configurations of lines and planes in three-space; 

4. represent lines and planes using scalar, vector, and parametric equations, and 
solve problems involving distances and intersections. 

 

Outline of Course Content 

 

Unit One – Rate of Change      30 hours 
(Online components: 21 hours; Offline components: 9 hours) 

 
Topics include: connecting between average rate of change and instantaneous 
rate of change; determining the slopes of secants and tangents; understanding 
the concept of the limit; graphing the derivatives of polynomial, sinusoidal, and 
exponential functions; representing a function and its derivatives by numbers, 
graphs and algebra; learning and verifying the rules of derivatives; and applying 
these rules to different functions. 

Unit Two – Derivatives and their Applications                      40 hours 
(Online components: 28 hours; Offline components: 12 hours) 
 

Topics include: applying the first and second derivatives to understanding the key 
features of a function; utilizing the derivatives in sketching curves, solving 
optimization problems, and developing mathematical models for real-world 
problems. 

 

 



Unit Three – Geometry and Algebra of Vectors  40 hours 
(Online components: 28 hours; Offline components: 12 hours) 
 

Topics include: drawing 2-D and 3-D vectors in algebraic and geometric forms; 
representing lines and planes using scalar, vector, and parametric equations; 
solving problems involving distances and intersections; and applying vectors to 
real-world problems, such as torque and work. 

Assessment and Evaluation 
The assessment techniques used in this course are Assessment as, for and of 
Learning.  Their purpose is to provide students with opportunity for engage into 
self-directed ongoing learning, consistent student and teacher communication, 
consistent teacher monitoring of student-learning and the instructional strategies 
have been successful in facilitating the acquisition of the skills described in the 
Ministry of Education’s curriculum expectations for each unit.  Assessment tools 
include but are not limited to: 
Group and individual presentations; story writing assignments; quizzes and 
written tests; organization of binders; student-teacher conferences; 
formal/informal teacher observation and on-going verbal feedback; oral 
presentations; instructional videos and independent mathematics practice.  
70 per cent of the grade will be based on assessment for and of learning tests, 
quizzes and assignments evaluated throughout the course (term work). 
30 per cent of the grade will be based on evaluation in the form of an 
examination and/or project (summative evaluation). 
Term work 

Knowledge and Understanding              20 % 
Thinking and Inquiry                                 15 % 
Communication                                         15 % 
Application                                                 20 % 

Summative evaluation     30 % 
Assessment for Learning (Growing Success) will implement the use of diagnostic 
assessments to determine the students’ readiness skills for the ensuing lessons 
and skills required.  Formative assessments, including frequent informal question 
and discussion during class, will take place in an ongoing and frequent manner to 
assure students’ are acquiring and practicing skills. 



Assessment as Learning (Growing Success) will be monitored to ascertain that 
students’ are developing the ability to self-correct and to determine individual 
skills that are required for success and in determining individual learning styles.  
Students are provided with adequate time and resources to engage in 
individuated practice and learning of the materials.  
Assessment of Learning (Growing Success) will be done upon completion of units 
and course to convey the success of the students’ achievement of the content 
and concepts learned. 
 
Teaching/Learning Strategies 

• Binder checks 

• Cooperative learning groups 

• Direct teaching/Socratic method 

• Graphic organizers 

• Think/pair/share 

• Worksheets 

• Individual practice of questions 

• Viewing and responding to videos 

• Questionnaires, Ticket out the Door 

• Oral presentations 

• Independent and group research projects 

• Note-taking 

• Mini-whiteboard activities 

• Investigation 
 

Resources 

• Textbook: Kirkpatrick, Chris, Peter W. D. Crippin, and Robert Donato. 
Calculus and Vectors. Toronto, Ont.: Nelson Education, 2009. Print. 

• Study worksheets: KUTA Software, and others 

• Graphing: Winplot (open access software), Excel, GeoGebra and Desmos 

• Videos: 
- “Product rule | Taking derivatives | Differential Calculus | Khan Academy”, 

Retrieved from Youtube. 
- “Calculus - The basic rules for derivatives”, retrieved from Youtube. 
- “Vector Basics - Drawing Vectors/ Vector Addition”, retrieved from Youtube. 
- “Vectors - The Dot Product”, retrieved from Youtube. 

 


